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The environment today is confronted by an unending cascade of global anthropogenic and ecosystem-based challenges.

Biomass is considered to have the potential to be utilized as an alternative energy source. The conversion of the high

carbon content of biomass through thermochemical treatment resulted in better fuel properties of biochar production.

Understanding the underlying thermal conversion process principles alongside the associated/exhibited operational

challenges that are specific to biomass types is crucial for beginners.
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1. Introduction

The environment today is confronted by an unending cascade of global anthropogenic and ecosystem-based challenges.

Biomass is considered to have the potential to be utilized as an alternative energy source. The conversion of the high

carbon content of biomass through thermochemical treatment resulted in better fuel properties of biochar production.

Pyrolysis is the most researched thermochemical technique in the past decade among the few well-established methods

for treating biomass and biogenic waste in order to produce high-quality and yield energy products such as biochar, bio-

oil, and pyrolytic gas. The obvious aftermath of the industrial revolution brought about a steady geometric increase in

population growth, which noticeably altered the balance of global carbon. The global population in 2013 was estimated at

7.2 billion and is estimated to increase by a billion in 2025; this makes the energy demand that is required for agricultural,

industrial, and transportation development very crucial . Global waste management, on the one hand, is among the

United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) from 2000, and particularly key here is its 7th Goal: To Ensure

Environmental Sustainability, which subsequently progressed in the 2008 Waste Framework Directive , which aims to

improve (waste) management strategies in accordance with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) . On the other

hand, waste disposal methods like, for example, composting should be effective in helping to reduce greenhouse gas

emissions . Moreover, the generated bio-waste materials would noticeably vary, especially in composition, largely due to

some factors like the type of community and its consumers, industrialization, institutions, and commercial entities . A

great portion of bio-waste material, and how it transforms into biofuel, as well as other energy sources remains a major

research focus, especially from the environmental standpoint . Biomass, however, is increasingly considered to be the

potential alternative renewable energy source. Pyrolysis, among the initial stage(s) in gasification, would help utilize

biomass energy, alongside other thermochemical conversion procedures. In addition to the prevailing environmental

issues, there are other pressing biomass-related challenges that involve many pyrolysis-based studies. Besides that, the

context of thermal conversion technology (i.e., determination of operating parameters of pyrolysis-based) and reactor

types have been based on the desired characteristics of the product (bio-oil, biochar, and pyrolytic gas), as well as on the

field of biomass pyrolysis and upgrading. Feedstock properties, product characteristics, reactor type, and upgrading

options are among the key areas demonstrated in the synthesized literature, providing relevant information. It is worth

mentioning that some conducted reviews have looked at the systematic approaches for mapping biomass resources to

conversion pathways, forming the basis for biomass valuation and informing when biomass pre-processing is needed in

order to ensure feedstocks are ready for conversion . Furthermore, bio-oil derived from pyrolysis biowaste would serve

as chemicals/fuel products. The production and composition of pyrolysis oil are affected by the biomass composition and

process operating parameters .

In recent decades, the research momentum about pyrolysis and related thermal conversion processes is on the rise,

involving a wide range of biomass/feedstock targets. For emphasis, pyrolysis simply depicts the use of heat treatment to

bring about an irreversible chemical change in the absence of oxygen, specifically . Moreover, pyrolysis remains one

of the most efficient techniques for thermochemical conversion without the involvement of oxygen. This process yields

carbon-enriched hydrocarbons (bio-oils), biochar, and volatile gases containing molecules that are rich in oxygen and

hydrogen . Generally, the major pyrolysis products include biochar, bio-oil, pyrolytic gas, and tar, among others, which

largely depends on the process type, whether it is slow, fast, or flash, considering their tightly linked technological/product
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yield components . The harnessing of the associated biomass energy via thermochemical processes

should be eco-friendly and should be completed with solid waste conversion technologies at high temperatures . If the

target product(s) is to be achieved, a thorough prior knowledge and understanding of different biomasses, as well as the

conditions/situations of their pyrolysis is warranted . For the temperature of pyrolysis to achieve a target level, the

specific energy demand largely depends on biomass moisture and the process temperature and duration . To reiterate,

the pyrolysis type would directly connect with the reactor types . To learn the pyrolysis operating process,

the description of reactors alongside their peculiarities that make them well suited for one or more biomass feedstocks is

also warranted, as this has a direct influence on the type of the anticipated product output.

In addition to the heating methods and their reactor types, biomass properties can affect the pyrolysis process ,

especially when considering the wide range of decomposition processes and realized products (of biomass) . In

addition to the different biomasses and their prevailing conditions, understanding the intentions of specialists/stakeholders

to engage in pyrolysis/thermal conversion activities emanates from the quest to achieve a desirable end-product (of a

given biomass/feedstock). Some major advantages of pyrolysis can include the following: (a) a high degree of efficiency

and profitability, as well as the suitability to convert a wide range of solid waste into storage energy; (b) the minimal nature

of greenhouse gases like HCl, NO , and SO ; (c) the absence of corrupt organic matter in the pyrolyzed residue to prevent

the extraction of metal substances via solvent; (d)pyrolysis is capable of processing garbage waste that is not suitable for

landfill and incineration; and (e) the fixing of harmful components like heavy metals and sulfur that are present in the (raw

material) waste. Some disadvantages, however, can include: (a) the waste processing, if not properly developed, could

still pose environmental problems, and (b) to implement the process in a large-scale pyrolysis project will require a permit

by the government, given the differences in the prevailing policies .

2. The Evolving Nature of Thermal Conversion Process

Previous findings involving the implementation of thermal conversion based-studies on conditions/situations and different

biomasses, along with how these experimental aim(s)/objective(s) of the various studies were developed and the

respective subsections captured are all present in Table 1. Additionally, the pyrolysis-based studies shown engaged with

varying aims/objectives. More so, to carry out the experimental procedures developed on the basis of pyrolysis, strong

considerations need to be given to the parameters involved, such as the materials, the characteristics of biomass

samples, the sample preparation and pyrolysis, the economic analysis, as well as validation via the experimental

procedures. Additionally, there could be various thermo-kinetics of the feedstock, which would associate with the thermal

operating conditions, if high quality pyrolytic products like biochar, bio-oil, and pyrolytic gas were to be achieved. Tian and

colleagues’ experiments that were conducted on rice husks were carried out using two pyrolysis-coupled real-time volatile

monitoring techniques (TGA–FTIR and Py-GC/TOF-MS). The findings demonstrated that in the temperature range of 200

to 330 °C, 330 to 390 °C, and 390 to 600 °C, respectively, rice husks showed three mass loss and gaseous product

evolution stages. It was shown that 2,3-dihydro-benzofuran was the main hemicellulose product after speculating on the

formation pathways of the 24 main volatile species. On the other hand, 2-methoxy-4-(1-propenyl)-phenol was a potentially

key active intermediate and was highly unstable during the pyrolysis of the lignin constituent in RHs . Besides the

acquisition of knowledge regarding primary volatile compositions, the behavior of mass loss in a given feedstock, as well

as the reaction kinetics properties  are important. For instance, seven partners participated in an international round-

robin study, conducting TGA pyrolysis experiments on pure cellulose and beechwood at various heating rates. The

activation energies of cellulose, hemicellulose, and conversions of up to 0.9 with beechwood showed deviations of about

20–30 kJ/mol in all experiments , feedstock preparation via the adoption of the biochar catalyst method upgrading

options, hybrid pretreatment methods, and the comparisons of untreated and hydrochloric acid treatment of various

biomass feedstock ; these are all examples of studies where feedstock was directly associated with the thermal

operating conditions. In Téllez and colleagues’ study, using lab-scale fast pyrolysis in a vacuum, rice husks (RHs) were

converted into pyrolytic oils, enriched with levoglucosan (LG). They investigated how the pretreatment of the biomass and

the pyrolysis temperature (300–700 °C) affected the yields of pyrolysis products and the selectivity for the LG formation.

RHs pretreated with hydrochloric acid at 400 °C produced a maximum oil yield of 47 wt.%, which was 1.4 times more than

the amount of oil produced at the same temperature from untreated RHs . Also, activated carbon would help purify the

bio-oil organic compounds, which could lead to environmental pollution . Besides the thermal conversion operating

parameters, like temperature  alongside the catalyst sorbent addition, there is the application of the Coats–Redfern

method that could impact the end products’ properties. Thus, understanding the influence of temperature on the evolution

of the structures and the organic content of biochar  is key. The co-pyrolysis of rice straw (RS) and Ulva
prolifera macroalgae (UPM) was investigated by Hoa et al., using a range of activated biochar catalysts supported by

nickel-iron layered double oxides (NiFe-LDO). The bio-oil yield from co-pyrolysis was higher than that from individual

pyrolysis. At 500 °C, the biomass mixture of RS/A-UPM produced the highest bio-oil yield (46.68 wt.%). However, the
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combination of RS and UPM without acid-treated UPM demonstrated a reduced bio-oil yield. Because of the coke

formation during the catalytic pyrolysis up-gradation, the bio-oil was reduced. However, using the 5% Ga/NiFe-LDO/AC

catalyst improved the bio-oil quality . The correlations of pyrolysis characteristics with biomass types should be

considered alongside the associated mechanisms . A bio-fuel could be upgraded by various thermal conversion

methods from the feedstock . Furthermore, conventional thermogravimetric analysis could be applied to investigate

the mechanism interaction of the co-pyrolysis process , which might offer fresh perspectives for eco-innovative circular

economy solutions .

Table 1. A summary of various experimental procedures of pyrolysis specific to their aims/objectives and analytical

methods.

Aims/Objective Methods Ref.

Nine holocelluloses (two forestry and seven agricultural wastes)
were selected as the feedstock to investigate the impact on the
compositions of bio-oils and to screen the best feedstock suitable
for the production of long-chain ethers precursor, for the ensuing
improvement of yield and selectivity

Preparation of native holocellulose, evaluation of
the sample, experimental apparatus, and
procedures

To offer details on the yields and features of char produced from
ten types of wood that are common in Southern Europe,
undergoing biomass carbonization technologies condition

Biomass feedstocks, experimental facility,
experimental procedure, charcoal
characterization, and overview of the
experiments

To perform intricate experimental analysis as well as the
numerical modeling of oat straw’s slow pyrolysis. The pyrolysis
products are described using advanced methods of analysis, with
tests focusing on the properties and yield of the solid, liquid, and
gaseous species

Feedstock sample, ultimate and proximate
analyses and employing semi-batch vertical
reactor where simultaneous thermal, infrared
spectroscopy, qualitative of tars were analyzed,
and pyrolysis gas analyzation, and numerical
computations

The wet torrefaction of corn stalk was studied, and the biomass
pyrolysis polygeneration performance of the wet torrefied sample
was examined. More so, the solid material, energy, carbon, and
hydrogen yields, as well as the effectiveness of removing ash and
oxygen were also compared between WT and dry torrefied (DT) of
corn stalks

Materials, torrefaction technique,
characterization of torrefied samples, and
pyrolysis technique

The determination of the thermal degradation characteristics of
heating residues of eucalyptus (EU) and corncob (CC) for
gasification using TGA rates of 10 °C/min in a nitrogen
environment. The study covers the impact of biomass
composition and kinetic parameters on heating rate

Preparation of biomass samples and
experimental procedures

This experimental study set out to characterize the bioenergy
potential of DS pyrolysis, measure gas emissions and byproducts,
estimate kinetic and thermodynamic parameters, and detect the
joint optimization of multiple responses in response to changing
biofeedstock, heating rate, and temperature, as well as significant
interactions between operational conditions

Sample preparation, physical and chemical
analysis, TG experiments beforehand, activation
energy, pyrolytic characteristic parameters,
Friedman and Starink methods, Py-GC/MS
experiments, TGA–FTIR experiments, and joint
optimizations

To provide a thorough understanding of primary volatile
compositions, mass loss behavior, reaction kinetics, and
formation pathway during fast RH pyrolysis

Materials, pyrolysis process and kinetic methods

The impact of feedstock particle size on the distribution of fast
pyrolysis products and the kinetics of slow pyrolysis

Characterization of MWSD, thermogravimetric
analysis, evaluation of apparent activation
energy, the pyrolysis of MWSD and product
characterization, different profiles of mass loss
and the impact of particle size on mass loss

To look into the reproducibility of TGA biomass pyrolysis
experiments and potential deviations when mass loss kinetics are
calculated from the same sample using various TGA technologies

TGA experiments and kinetic analysis

To fill the knowledge gap in orange and potatoes peel pyrolysis
kinetics that was discovered during the literature review Materials, TGA, and kinetics

To accurately evaluate the HHV using lumped-parameter pyrolysis
kinetic models, and to demonstrate a straightforward correlation
that can be used to assess HHV without relying on three different
biomass species

Experimental samples, experimental procedures,
and experimental results

Examine the combustion kinetics and study the combustion
properties of five different types of biomass fuel pellets that can
be used as biomass fuel

Analysis of the thermal weight loss and the
components of five different biomass fuel pellet
types
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Aims/Objective Methods Ref.

To investigate how the content of the biomass influences the
kinetics, temporal evolution of the pyrolysis vapors, and
production of the main bio-oil components during biomass
pyrolysis

Materials, Py-FTIR analysis, isothermal mass loss
of biomass, and using Py-GC/MS for the product
analysis

To investigate the thermal decomposition of stalk and sour cherry
flesh using thermogravimetric analysis, and to evaluate the
activation energies using three kind of isoconversional
approaches—Flynn–Wall–Ozawa, Friedman, or Kissinger–
Akahira–Sunose. The findings reveal the pyrolysis kinetics and
characteristics, as well as the ideal conditions for designing,
optimizing, and simulating the pyrolysis process

Materials, physicochemical characterization,
thermogravimetric analysis, and kinetic modeling

TGA/DTG investigation in an inert environment was performed to
examine the thermal degrading and pyrolysis kinetics of
biowastes.

Collection and preparation of biomass, proximate
and ultimate investigation of samples as well as
the calorific value, thermogravimetric/FTIR
analysis

To carry out an extensive study that includes biochemical and
physicochemical characterization, and the kinetic thermodynamic
study of pyrolysis and thermal breakdown behavior of biomass
from banana leaves

Sample preparation, banana leaves biomass
pyrolysis reaction model determination using
kinetic modeling, thermodynamic analysis, and
thermogravimetric experiments

To clarify the pyrolytic behavior in terms of thermodynamic and
kinetic characteristics, as well as the bioenergy potential of
biological wastes resulting from the manufacturing of bio-
products

The processing of bacterial biomass produced in
a pilot-scale operation, sample characterization,
FTIR spectroscopy, data processing using PCA, a
TGA experiment, the characteristics of pyrolysis,
thermo-kinetic studies pyrolysis, Py-GC/MS
analysis, and the development of a model based
on SVR

Pyrolyze three samples using thermogravimetric analysis and
characterize them by determining how well various Phragmites
Hirsuta components pyrolyze, thus this study offers theoretical
direction for the formulation of the Phragmites preparation
process, bioenergy is converted into Hirsuta by a thermochemical
process

Material, characterization, Thermogravimetric
analysis, kinetic modeling, reaction model
determination, and thermodynamic analysis

To outline a straightforward method for analyzing the kinetic
parameters (frequency factor, activation energy, and reaction
model) of biomass with complicated thermal behavior. A multi-step
mechanism for the biomass pyrolysis processes was employed to
get the kinetic parameters using a deconvolution algorithm
process coupled with isoconversional approaches.

Sample selection, preparation, and
characterization, performed kinetics, and
thermogravimetric analysis

In-depth research was conducted on the mechanisms causing the
variations and the correlations between the pyrolysis
characteristics and the various types of biomass. By improving
our knowledge of the pyrolysis process in various biomass types,
this work also serves as a reference for their thermal conversion
methods

Materials, physicochemical of biomass,
thermogravimetric, and kinetic analysis using the
Coats–Redfern method TG and multi-peak fitting
in the derivative thermogravimetric analysis.

Using a laboratory-scale (5 kg/h) AFP unit to accurately assess the
impact of feedstock type on the characteristics of bio-oils
produced from straw, miscanthus, and beech and poplar wood

Biomass that has been pyrolyzed, the pyrolysis
process, the physicochemical characteristics of
bio-oils, and a quantitative analysis of the
chemical makeup of bio-oils

On the physical and chemical characteristics of biochar,
particularly their effects on nitrogen (N) content and composition,
the impact of feedstock type and temperature of pyrolysis were
examined

Materials, preparation of biochar and sample
preparation, and analytical methods

Studies involving feedstock, pyrolysis, and biochar, including
policies on emission Reviewing different concepts

The investigation of the effects of CaO addition sorbent and the
temperature of pyrolysis on the chemical and the physical
characteristics of obtained biochar and syngas

Material characteristics, experimental procedure,
and methods

To look into how the structure of the resulting bio-char changed as
the gaseous and liquid products evolved in relation to the
pyrolysis temperature, and understanding how temperature
affects the development of organics and the composition of
biochar

Feedstock and chemicals, pyrolysis experiments,
characterization of the products, and kinetic
analysis
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Aims/Objective Methods Ref.

To ascertain how the duration time and pyrolysis temperature
affect the properties of hydrochars in comparison to biochars
produced through direct slow pyrolysis. In order to do this,
hydrochar produced by HTC of waste biomass was pyrolyzed at
two different temperatures (350 and 500 °C) and three different
times (1, 3 and 5 h), and the testing was conducted to establish a
number of properties relevant to the use of chars as soil
amendment, inexpensive adsorbent, or fuel, and growing media,
including pH, electrical conductivity, electrochemical potential,
porosity, phytotoxicity, and elemental composition

Selection of hydrochar, pyrolysis of hydrochar
made from waste biomass, pyrolysis of waste
biomass, and char characterization

To investigate the impact of the pyrolysis temperature using
fluidized bed pyrolysis system, three reactions were carried out to
convert solid waste into renewable aviation fuel in attempt to
show the distributions of the liquid and gas products at different
temperatures

Feedstock, equipment, experimental procedures,
and product analysis

The reaction mechanism of the co-pyrolysis of biomass and coal
in the TGA analyzer was investigated using both conventional TGA
and a novel congruent-mass TGA analyses. Studies that compare
how these two approaches differ in how they assess the likelihood
of a coal–biomass interaction

Materials and TGA

To research the kinetics of the co-pyrolysis of the coal and
pretreated watermelon rind (WMR) blends

Selection of the biomass, pretreatment,
compositional analysis, determination of the
(WMR) higher heating value, calculation of its
exergy, preparation of sample blends,
thermogravimetric analysis of the coal and
pretreated (WMR), kinetic analysis, and
estimation of the thermodynamic parameters

The following research goals were achieved: (a) performing a
thorough thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the nut shells; (b)
identifying the characteristic points in the nut shells’ thermal
decomposition process; (c) determining the temperature range at
which hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin decomposed in the
examined nut shells; (d) estimating the fundamental kinetic
parameters of the nut shells thermal decomposition; and (e) the
physiochemical properties of the nut shells conversion rates as a
function of the process temperature

Characteristics of the feedstock used in the
research, thermogravimetric analysis, kinetic
modelling, and model-fitting method: Coats–
Redfern Method

TGA–FTIR (thermogravimetric analysis with FTIR analysis of
evolved gases) pyrolysis experiment combined with advanced
data analysis and modeling methods to assess the viability of
developing an advanced methodology for the evaluation of
biomass materials

Selection of the sample and testing on a suite of
biomass materials

To assess the pyrolysis behavior of corks with various properties
that might be used in scaling up the pyrolysis of cork-rich
materials, in the strengthening of their value as well as their
integration in thermochemical platforms

Materials, thermogravimetric analysis, kinetic
analysis, estimation of chemical composition,
wet chemical characterization, and FTIR analysis

The characteristics of green corn husks were described and
analyzed in order to determine the thermokinetics conversion
parameters through pyrolysis reactions that were kinetically
studied using TGA and DTG, where the Flynn–Wall–Ozawa was
used to compare the energetic efficiency from corn husk

Materials, biomass composition analysis, higher
calorific value, non-isothermal thermogravimetric
analyses, thermokinetics studies, master plots
method, kinetic model proposed by Kissinger,
kinetic model of Friedman, thermogravimetric
analysis, and the mathematical simulation of the
thermal decomposition kinetic of green corn
husk biomass

To look into the technical and financial effects of different
lignocellulosic elements on biomass pyrolysis, this work
specifically investigates the basic mechanisms of cellulose,
hemicellulose, and lignin transformation during pyrolysis

Characterization of biomass samples, sample
preparation, pyrolysis, economic analysis, and
validation via experimental values

To make available a theoretic framework for advancing the
pyrolysis process and the efficient use of corn straw resources

Experimental materials, Instruments, and
methods, analytical methods, and kinetics theory

Utilizing the pyrolysis poly-generation method to provide
renewable energy and materials while overcoming the drawbacks
of using rice husks

Materials, the preparation of an activated bio-
char catalyst, a catalytic fast pyrolysis process,
derived of amorphous SiO2 and porous carbon
from bio-char, experiments on the adsorption of
organic compounds, and physicochemical
analysis
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Aims/Objective Methods Ref.

To research, ascertain, and comprehend these solids’ digestibility,
as well as how the various hybrid method process parameters
affected it

Feedstock and inoculum, pretreatment of wood
chips, anaerobic digestion of pretreated solids
and other analytical methods

In light of the fantastic outcomes produced in the chemical
activation of rice husks (RHs), an assessment of bio-char made
from RH pyrolysis was conducted to see if it could be used as a
solid-phase extraction (SPE) to filter out harmful organic
compounds from the biooil aqueous phase

Pyrolysis, chemical activation, characterization
of activated carbon, SPE procedures, HPLC-DAD
analysis, and method validation

Researchers have looked into the non-catalytic and catalytic co-
pyrolysis of Ulva prolifera macroalgae (UPM) and straw (RS). To
establish their ideal values, it has been investigated how
temperature and mixing ratio affect the product’s distribution

Feedstock characterization, experimental setup
and procedures, catalysts preparation, catalyst
characterization methods, and liquid products
analysis methods

Studies of techno-economic performance of involving biorefinery
concepts and steam pretreatment techniques Feedstock composition/economic analysis

Based on the composition of the ash, the investigation’s goal was
to pinpoint the pertinent fractionation processes; the findings will
later be applied to create a model for predicting slag composition
and viscosity based on process parameters and fuel ash
composition

Materials, feedstock preparation, and gasification
process, and product char and gas analysis

To create the biofuel using a variety of techniques and examine
the fuel’s characteristics

Pyrolysis, extraction of pyrolysis oil, gasification,
and procedure for producer gas generation, the
analysis of the coconut shell using TGA, ultimate
analysis, producer gas composition, and
proximate analysis

A comparative investigation on the two-step pyrolysis (TSP) of
lignocellulosic biomass was carried out on samples of walnut
shell (WS), cotton stalk (CS), corncob (CC), and their acid-washed
counterparts using TGA–FTIR and Py-GC/MS

Materials and preparation, samples
characterizations, and TGA–FTIR and Py-GC/MS
analysis

To assess how relations between lignin and cellulose, which occur
during the co-pyrolysis of lignin and cellulose at temperatures
between 100 and 350 °C, affect char structure changes

Sample preparation, fast pyrolysis experiments,
and sample characterization

To examine the viability of spent coffee grounds (SCG) upcycling
via pyrolysis for the production of biochar and energy, while also
proposing a circular economy scenario for the effective use of
SGC produced in the city of Larisa, Greece

Materials characteristics, pyrolysis and process
protocol

To determine the levoglucosan percentage in the bio-oils prepared
from fast pyrolysis of hydrochloric acid-treated and untreated rice
husks (RHs) under vacuum conditions

Materials, characterization of RHs, pretreatment
of RHs, Fast pyrolysis procedure, bio-oil
characterization, and quantification of
levoglucosan in bio-oils

To research the impact of total pressure, pyrolysis temperature,
and CO2 concentration on biomass char gasification at various
temperatures

Biomass samples, char preparation, and char
reaction models

To research (a) the influence of biochar made from mesquite on
the combined physical and hydraulic properties of various
compacted soils, and (b) the interdependence of hydraulic
properties of biochar-amended soil on the physical properties for
possible use in bioengineered structures

Biochar, soils, physical properties, hydraulic
properties, FTIR, FESEM, XRD, BET, and
statistical analysis

To investigate levoglucosenone (LGO) production used
levoglucosan (LGA) as feedstock. LGA dehydration has a lower
activation energy and is chemically simpler than cellulose
pyrolysis, enabling the reaction to occur at low temperatures

Materials, reaction, and product analysis

To look into how pressure affects the pyrolysis of biomass’s
thermal effects. Corn stalks, popular, switchgrass Trail-blazer, and
switchgrass Alamo were the four energy crops chosen for
experimental characterization

Materials, experimental techniques, and
procedures

To assess the physicochemical potential of palm waste for
pyrolysis processes that result in the production of biofuels

Preparation of biomass samples, and
determination of physicochemical properties
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Aims/Objective Methods Ref.

To clarify differences and similarities among the combustion of
the original raw biowaste and the combustion of bio-oil and
biochar in order to better understand how fly ash forms during
these processes

Biomass, biochar and bio-oil, fuel preparation
prior to combustion experiments, combustion
experiments, particle sampling system,
operational procedure, and experimental plan,
chemical analysis of the particulate matter, and
multivariate data analysis are all covered in this
study

To look into the possibility of preventing agglomeration and
enhancing sugar formation during the pyrolysis of herbaceous
biomass by combining ferrous, magnesium, and ammonium
cations with sulfate anions

Methods for pretreatment, controlled pyrolysis
duration-quench, continuous pyrolysis reactor
system, assessment of sustainable throughput,
quantification of sugar, ICP digestion, scanning,
and electron microscopy analysis

To research the energy potential of hydrochar made from straw,
Virginia mallow, and wood (pine) biomass. The hydrochars’
pyrolysis process was therefore investigated in order to determine
how the gaseous byproducts changed with pyrolysis temperature

Materials, hydrothermal carbonization process,
and pyrolysis

As an alternative technique for using waste biomass in the Polish
context, a thorough study of slow solar pyrolysis of various waste
biomass feedstock is presented. Although slow solar pyrolysis is
the least expensive technology available due to the low heat input,
it has the potential to produce highly porous solid fuels and
provide a long-term solution for difficult waste disposal

Feedstock characterization includes determining
the amount of lignocellulose in the feedstock as
well as its ultimate and proximate
analyses.sample preparation, sample analysis for
C, H, and N, and BET surface area measurement
of porosity

In order to comprehend pyrolysis behavior and potential
interactions, investigations into the thermal decomposition of
lignin and lignocellulosic biomass (watermelon rind) WMR were
carried out at 325–625 °C to pyrolyze various lignin components in
order to improve the pyrolytic products

Materials, experimental set-up and procedures,
and product analysis
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